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ABSTRACT 
In the case of Banach algebras we improve the classical result of A. M. O&row&i 
concerning the behavior of the spectrum. More precisely, if a is an element of a 
Banach algebra such that p(a) = 0 for some polynomial p, there exists a constant C 
.such that l(a - rjl< 1 implies A(Spa,Spx)< Clla - ~ll'/~, where m denotes the 
maximum of the multiplicities of the roots of p, 1) )I denotes the complete norm in the 
algebra, and A denotes the Hausdorff distance for compact sets. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a complex Banach algebra with identity. The spectrum of an 
element x in A will be denoted by Sp x. Suppose that a is an algebraic 
element in A. Let 
p(X) = a0 + a,x + . -. + l&An 
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be a polynomial of minimal degree, with complex coefficients, such that 
p(a) = 0. Since Sp a is finite, it is clear that Sp x tends to Sp a as x tends to a. 
In this paper we shall study the behavior of A(Sp a, Sp x), the Hausdorff 
distance between the two spectra in the complex plane, for x near a. Let us 
recall that the Hausdorff distance of two compact sets K,, K, in the complex 
plane is defined by 
A(K,, K,) = max sup dist(X, K,), 
AEK, 
sup dist(h, K,)}. 
ASK, 
First we prove that for each bounded neighborhood U of the element a there 
exists a positive constant C, such that 
A(Spa,Spx) < Culla - ~11”~ 
for all x in U. 
In the case of matrices this result is due to A. M. Ostrowski [3, pp. 
334-3351. It is interesting to note that the cardinality of Sp x has no 
importance in this problem, but the main point is that the element a is 
algebraic. The minimal polynomial of a determines the rate of continuity of 
the spectrum at the element a. More precisely, if 
p(A) = (A -#&p * * (A - /3Jrnv, 
where & . . . , & are all the distinct roots of the polynomial p(X), and if 
m = max(m,,..., m,) then we have, in fact, 
for all x in U, with some positive constant Co. Moreover, if m = 1 [that is, if 
the roots of p(X) are simple], this inequality extends globally to all the algebra 
A. This applies, for example, when the element a is a linear combination of 
commuting idempotents. 
In the case when the element a is a single idempotent we have been able 
to obtain better constants in a previous paper [2] using a more sophisticated 
method. That method does not seem to apply in the present general situation. 
All the proofs we give are elementary, and the function 
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as well as the quantity 
41 
u = mini& -piI 
i*j 
will appear several times. The spectral radius of x will be denoted by p(x). 
2. THE RESULTS 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a be an element in A such that p(a) = 0. Then Ila - XII 
< 1 implies that 
where 
C(Pd= 2 l~kl[wl+$- IbIlk]. 
k=O 
Proof. Taking x = a + h, we have p(x) - p(u) = a,h + cu,(uh + ha + 
h2)+ a.. + a,,[(~ + h)” - a”]. But jl(u + Qk - ukll < (Ilull + Ilhll)k - Ilullk. 
Hence Il(u + h)k - ukll < Ilhll[(llull+ l)k - Ilullk] if llhll d 1. Consequently we 
obtain the desired estimate. ??
THEOREM 2.2. Let a be an eikmnt in A such that p(u) = 0. There exists 
a positive constant C such that IJu - x II d 1 implies 
A(Spu,Spr) < Cllu - XII”“. 
Proof. We may suppose that on = 1. Then we have p(z)” < lp( z)l for 
each complex z. By Newburgh’s theorem (cf. [l, p. S]) there exists 0 < E < 1 
such that Ilu - x II < E implies A(Sp a, Sp x) < a/2. In this case we have 
A(Spu,Spx)=max{~(z):z~Spx}~max(~p(z)~’~”:z~Spx}=p[p(x)]‘~”. 
Hence A(Spu,Spx)< p[p(x)]‘/” < IIp(u)- p(x)ll’/” G C(p,u)‘/“llu - xII’/~ 
if IJu - XII < E. By homogeneity we extend this estimate for Ilu - XII < 1 with a 
new constant. ??
REMARK 2.3. If n > 1 the result in Theorem 2.2 cannot be extended 
globally. For A(Spu,Spx)g Cllu - x(1”” for all x in A implies that 
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A(SpX-‘u,Spx)<CIXI (l-n)/nllX-la - ~lll/~ for all h f 0. When X goes to 
infinity we obtain p(x) = 0, for every x, which is absurd because A has an 
identity. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let q(z) = (n - &) * * * (z - &) be a compkx po&wmia~ 
with distinct roots &, . . . , pr. Then P(z) < a/2 implies B(z)< (2/a)‘_‘(q(x)l. 
proof. Suppose for instance that p(z) = Iz - &I < a/2. Then for each 
k=2 ,...,r we have l~-B~l>,lS~-~~l-lz-~~l~~-l~-~~l>~/~. 
Hence Iq(z)l = Kz -&).. . (z - &>I 2 (~/2Y-‘lz -&I, which proves the 
lemma. ??
THEOREM 2.5. Let a be an element in A such that p(a) = 0 where p has 
only timpZe roots. There exists a positive constant C such that 
for all x in A. 
A(Spa,Spx) d Clla - XII 
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 2.2, there exists 0 < E < 1 such that 
lla - XII <E implies A(Spa,Spx)= max{p(z): z E Spx}< u/2. By Lemma 
2.4 applied to the polynomial p we get 
A(Spa,Spx) d (2/u)“-‘m={lp(z)l: 2 E SPX) 
=(z/u)"-'P(P(~))=(2/~)"-'~(P(a)- P(4) 
G W~)“%(4 - bb>ll. 
By Lemma 2.1, Ila - XII < E implies A(Sp a,Sp x) < (2/u)“-‘C(p, a)lla - XII. 
For Ila - XII>, E we have 
A(SwQpx) Q Il4l+ll~ll Q lb - ~ll+-W~ll 
lb - XII .Ila - 41 lb - XII 
W4l =l+ll~~~ll<l+,. 
so we have the global inequality. ??
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COROLLARY 2.6. Zf a = X,e, + * * . + X,e,, is a linear combination of 
commuting idempotents e,, . . . , e,,, then there exists a positive constant C such 
that 
for all x in A. 
A(Spa,Spx) Q Clla - XII 
Proof. We replace the given idempotents by fi = el, fi = sup( fi, ez) = fi 
+ez-fie,,f3=sup(fZ,e3),...,fn=sup(f,_l,e,).Theelementaisalinear 
combination of the orthogonal idempotents fi, fi - fi, . . . , f, - f,_ 1. So we 
may suppose that the original idempotents are orthogonal. We may also 
suppose that the coefficients are distinct. Easy calculations show that p(a) = 0 
for p(X) = (A - A,). . . (A - A,), and the polynomial p is of minimal degree 
because Sp a = (A Ir. . . ,A,}. We ‘now apply Theorem 2.5. H 
Finally we give the most general result. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let a be an element in A such that p(a) = 0. There exists 
a positive constant C such thut !(a - x (I d 1 imp2ies 
A(Spa,Spx) < Clla - XII’/“, 
where m is the maximum of the multiplicities of the roots of p. 
Proof. Clearly it is enough to prove such an inequality for Ila - x II < E 
with some E > 0. Let b = (a - &) - * - (a - 8). Then b” = 0. By Theorem 2.2 
applied to the element b, there exists a positive constant M such that 
I(b - yl( < 1 implies p(y)< Mllb - yll”“. Let q(z)= (z -/II)*. . (z - &). By 
continuity of the polynomial 9 and by continuity of the spectrum at the 
element a, there exists a positive E < 1 such that Ila - XII < E implies Ilq(a) - 
9(x)1( G 1 and A(Sp a,Sp x) < a/2. So by Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1 we have 
A(Spa,Spx)< (2/a)‘-‘max{lq(z)[: z E Spx} = (2/a)‘-‘p(g(r)) 
G @/d’-1W19(a) - 9(~)II’/“’ 
Q (2/a)‘-‘MC(q,a)lla - xII’/~ 
if Ila - xl1 < E. 
This work was done at Universitb Lava1 in Qudbec during autumn 1981. 
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